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One of the most popular analogies in boxing is that of "The Bull vs The Matador." Over the
years, it has been used time and time again,when illuminating the stylistic differences between
the pressure fighter and the classical, pure boxer. Sugar Ray Robinson's balletic grace and
movement against the self explanatory Raging Bull, Jake Lamotta. Pernell Whitaker's defensive
sorcery against the charging Azumah Nelson and Muhammad Ali floating and stinging, trying to
put out the smoke of the swarming late, great Joe Frazier. On February 25th in St. Louis, two of
the best junior welterweights in the world, Marcos Maidana and Devon Alexander, will meet, in a
bout that will be billed as the latest chapter in the classic "The Bull vs The Matador" tale. Both
fighters will be campaigning in the welterweight division for the first time in their careers, moving
from 140 to 147.
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Argentina's Marcos Maidana, a relentless pressure fighter,i s a perfect representation of the
bull. A fighter who personifies the bull's aggressive nature, nothing will stop him in his pursuit of
closing in on his target. On the other hand, Devon Alexander, seen as a slick southpaw, will be
portrayed as the matador, utilizing footwork and elusiveness to maneuver the charging Maidana
wherever he wants him. Will the pressure fighter be able to cut off the ring, close the distance
and turn the fight ugly? Or will the pure, classical boxer be able to keep the pressure fighter at
distance, using the jab and swift footwork, attempting to make the contest an exhibition rather
than a fight?

It is this writers opinion that Devon Alexander has been wrongly labelled as a pure boxer
thus far. Willie Pep or Ivan Calderon he is not. When watching pure boxers you will see a lot of
common attributes: superb footwork, a great jab, good head movement, technical defense and
relaxation when under pressure. Against Timothy Bradley, Devon Alexander looked anything
but a pure boxer. His jab was not thrown with any real authority. Against Andreas Kotelnik,
Alexander was out-boxed at times and was hit far too often with the jab, offering little in the way
of head movement. Lucas Matthysse was able to close the distance with ease as Alexander,
fighting on the back foot,was not able to maintain distance, and keep the fight at arms length.
Alexander was very fortunate to have been awarded a decision win on that night. Whilst
watching these three fights in particular, one can see Devon Alexander is not a boxing savant.
Devon's lack of relaxation is also a major problem. He is so intense, which in turn, leads to him
becoming too tense when letting his hands go. Devon is the polar opposite of a technician like
James Toney, whose relaxation, comfort level and composure, when under fire and when
throwing his punches, was astounding.

So if Devon Alexander is not a pure, classical boxer, what is he?

In order to win this fight, Devon Alexander needs to escape "The Matador" moniker, and
take on board some of the characteristics of the bull. Against Juan Urango, we saw Devon
Alexander at his absolute best. More aggressive, moving without running, staying in the pocket
and sitting down on his punches. That was the Devon Alexander that needs to show up on
February 25th against a fighter whose style and reputation mirrors that of Juan Urango.
Maidana is a tough, no nonsense fighter. What you see, is what you get. There is nothing
complex about his tactics. From the opening bell, it becomes his mission to walk through his
opponent's offense in order to get inside, sometimes taking two or three just to land one.
Maidana does not bother to throw a jab, a wasted motion in his mind. Instead you get a fighter
throwing nothing but power punches, hooks and uppercuts his weapons of choice. Once the
distance is closed, Maidana is one of THE premier fighters in the world when it comes to inside
fighting. His ability to shorten his punches in close is one of his most underrated attributes, as is
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his defense on the inside. He has a way of evading a counter and creating a punching angle
simultaneously, something Roberto Duran and Julio Cesar Chavez made look like an art form.
Marcos Maidana is also one of the hardest punchers, pound for pound, in all of boxing. He is
the owner of accumulative and one punch KO power. Although Maidana does not have great, or
even good footspeed, he is extremely adept at cutting off the ring, something we saw him do
well against the fleet-footed Amir Khan.

Devon Alexander would be making a huge mistake if he decided to box on the back foot
against Marcos Maidana. Alexander will not be able to keep Maidana at arms length, just
throwing his jab. If he does, it's not hard to envision this fight going the same way as Ivan
Calderon's failed attempts of being "the Matador" against Giovanni Segura, a fight which saw
the classic boxer hunted and eventually stopped by the marauding pressure fighter. Antonio
Margarito's systematic stalking of Miguel Cotto, in their first fight, is another example. Miguel
Cotto, instead of turning his opponent, backed up in straight lines and was forced to the ropes,
the last place Alexander wants to be against Maidana. Devon Alexander also has a terrible
habit of telegraphing his jab, giving off what can only be described as a yelp just before he lets it
go, another indication that he is not the most relaxed of fighters.
Against the great Erik Morales, a fighter who possesses limited handspeed and power at
this stage in his career, Marcos Maidana was hit coming in on numerous occasions by an
uppercut. He didn't seem to know how to adjust and eliminate the threat. This is because
Maidana is too squared up when walking down his opponent. On these occasions, Maidana's
feet find themselves parallel with his shoulders and his hands nowhere near his chin. This is the
area in where the fight can be won or lost for Alexander. The St. Louis native must utilize his far
superior hand speed advantage, and throw his uppercut as Maidana is coming in. Alexander's
lead hand uppercut is a fight ending shot. We saw this first hand against the previously
un-stopped Juan Urango. It is my gut feeling that if Alexander can get back to doing what he
does best, which is standing his ground, throwing his lead uppercut and and not abusing his jab,
he is capable of scoring a sensational knockout. Maidana can be hurt, as was evident against
Amir Khan and Victor Ortiz. He must invest to the body, like Khan did against Maidana. He
must turn Maidana and not just back up to the ropes like he did with Lucas Matthysse. He must
take advantage of Maidana's lack of head movement as he is advancing and must not allow the
fight to take place on the inside. If that is the destination of the exchanges, Maidana will
dominate the action. Alexander is not great on the inside, offensively or defensively and doesn't
seem to know how to tie up a fighter in close either, something Muhammad Ali became a
master of during the second phase of his career. The fight must take place at mid-range for
Alexander. Shane Mosley's effort against Antonio Margarito is as good an illustration as any on
the type of tactics Alexander should employ.

So the final outcome all depends on which Devon Alexander shows up on February 25th.
If Alexander comes out on his toes, throwing eye catching, flashy jabs, hoping to win a decision,
it's possible Maidana will be able to walk through them, shorten the distance and possibly score
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the KO himself.

If the power punching Alexander of the Juan Urango fight decides to show up, we may see one
of the most unpredictable, spectacular stoppage wins in recent memory.

There has been plenty of "home cooking" talked about in boxing recently, so hopefully the
fact that the fight will take place in Devon Alexander's home town will just be a side note, and
not the final story, as it is this writer's opinion that we may have a potential fight of the year
candidate in the making.

Comment on this article
ali says:
First of all I want to say QUOTE OF NOTE IS A STRAIGHT JOKE!!!! LOL!!!!How one of my post
didn't make the cut is beside me....Me not making the cut is like Chris Carter still not being
selected to the NFL HOF...shout out to those who made it....Real Talk, I wish u would post more
your one of my favorite of all-time Roast, Fe'Roz, are some are also legends on
TSS...Newcomer Money Jay has been killing it with his post he also should have made the
cut...One last thing TSS y'all let us know how y'all are picking the people make quote of note
write a article on it I think it would make things alot more exciting on and wait so long to update
quote of note....TSS no hard feelings y'all still the 1. boxing site in the world deuces!!!!
TotoyBato says:
Devon Alexander will definitely beat and embarrass the hell out of Marcos Maidana. Devon is at
a level or two higher. What would make this fight exciting is if they held it in argentina to see
what sort of post-fight shenanigans the argentines will do.
the Roast says:
I don't know. I hope this fight is good but Devon really let himself and the fight fans down
against Ram Bradley. Maybe he froze, maybe he just had a bad night, maybe the headbut
messed him up. Whatever the case may be he has to bring it in this fight with Maidana.
maromero says:
I don't see how Alexander can beat Maidana.He wasnt really dominating that one guy that he
knocked out with an upper cut.I doubt that he can knock out Maidana the same way as a matter
a fact I don't think anyone can knock him out.I think Devon is about to get shut down completely
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because he hasn't proven himself yet, but this is a great chance(no pun intended) for him to
prove otherwise
riverside says:
maromero, I still think Maidana is a crude boxer, Alexander should be able to outbox him with
ease, as long as they don't have a bar brawl fight. Maidana beat a p***sy in Ortiz and barley
escaped with victory over ol legend in Morales...Alexander UD, should'nt be too close of fight to
call, unless Alexander wants it to be..
Radam G says:
Ditto Totoybato and Riverside. "Don't cry for me, Argentina." Hehehe! Unless the fix is on,
Alexander is going to box the skates off Maidana. Nothing else to spit. Holla!
amayseng says:
alexander is a pretender, he should have 3 losses on his record, he doesnt know how to sit
down on his punches. if he couldnt keep bradley off of him madaina will be chasing him like
they are playing tag.
mathysee and kotyink both beat him and he got gift decisions.
sad too because alexander has a lot of tools...
Radam G says:
Different strokes for different folks. Maidana is no Mathysee and Kotyink. And IMHO, da
dome-blasting dessert -- I mean desert -- storm go a gift decision. Da sucka oughta to be D'Qed
for the sneaky smashing use of da bronze dome.
Anyway, Maidana does have a chance, and that is only if Alexander Da Great doesn't dance.
He should be able to box the wildly swinging Maidana all night. Suckas who swing wildly cannot
fight. Especially against a masterful boksing southpaw. Besides, SOMEBODEEE and dey smell
oughta to recognize, IT'S LEFTY TIME! Prez O, Da Manny, Tebow and J Lin, just to name a
few. Holla!
Radam G says:
Alexander Da Great lefty AIGHT! But I musta' fo'got to sneak Asian TIME in there. Holla!
maromero says:
its bout to be dinner for two then cause Radam and Riverside are craving some
crow.lol....Alexander is lucky that the fight is ten rounds and not twelve.Maidana is going to hurt
that kid pretty bad, i think Alexander's trainer might want to give him a Great motivational
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speech before they walk in the ring.Im not saying Maidana is a legend but he is a relentless bad
*** that will eat Devons punches and burp them out after the fight
Radam G says:
Hehehehehe, NOT da CROW! Holla!
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